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INTERNATIONAL TOP PLAYERS 
TRUST IN VICTAS QUALITY
Top players around the world rely on high-tech equipment made by 
VICTAS. Koki Niwa, Japanese national player and current No. 11 
in the world ranking (May 2017), won the silver medal in the 
Olympic Games 2016 in Rio with the Japanese team and he 
also became vice world champion in team after his switch 
to VICTAS in 2016. The exceptionally gifted Japanese player 
Yuto Muramatsu, former world ranking No. 22 and one of the 
greatest talents in the world is on his way to become one 
of the best players worldwide. Also German national player 
Benedikt Duda improved quite significantly after his change to 
VICTAS to reach the Top 50 in the world ranking very quickly.

Since April 1st, 2017, VICTAS has also been the official sponsor of the 
Japanese men‘s national team. The ambitious men‘s team from Japan 
thus relies on the know-how of VICTAS for the next four years and will 
compete in the new VICTAS national wear at all major events (including 
the home Olympics in Tokyo 2020).

Yuto Muramatsu  
and Benedikt Duda

The Japanese Men‘s National Team is proudly sponsored by VICTAS
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V > 15 Extra V > 15 Limber

2,0 · Max. mm 2,0 · Max. mm

118 11390 92

110 113

€ 46,90 € 46,90

The ultimate weapon for aggressive offensive players! V > 15 Extra 
is a high-end offensive rubber which will enable you to perform on 
a new level in topspin rallies. Feel the ultimate power and high-effi-
ciency energy conversion of the innovative 47.5° offensive sponge 
and experience the unlimited potential of the spin-optimized top 
rubber sheet! Demanding offensive players who rely on aggressive 
topspins as well as topspin-to-topspin rallies will take their play to a 
new level with V > 15 Extra!

The ultimate weapon for spin-oriented offensive players! V > 15 
Limber is an elastic high-end offensive rubber with excellent spin 
features and catapult effect. Feel the power and elasticity of the soft 
40° offensive sponge and experience the enormous spin potential of 
the innovative top rubber sheet! Modern offensive players who rely 
on spinny, variant-rich topspin play will enjoy a whole new dimen-
sion of opportunities with V >15 Limber!

THE NEW GENERATION OF HIGH ENERGY TENSION OFFENSIVE RUBBERS!

フォースを感じろ
FEEL THE POWER

精度を駆使しろ
USE THE PRECISION
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KOKI NIWA

» Vice World Champion team 2016

» Silver medal team Olympics 2016

» Japanese Champion  
 singles and doubles

» Junior World Champion  
 singles and doubles
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V > 01 Stiff

V > 01 Limber

V > 01 

The “Power & Balance” philosophy of the V > 01 
rubber combines the power of topspin bombs 
with feel and precision, so that you remain in 
control at all times. This sensational feel is the 
result of the 47.5° sponge which provides for a 
more direct touch enabling precise placing of 
the ball. In hard-hit balls, the air chambers of 
the open-pore sponge are compressed, which 
results in longer ball contact. This virtually 
makes the V > 01 rubber explode, catapulting 
the ball to your opponent‘s side at maximum 
speed.

1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

114 91

105

V > 01 Limber is the softer variant of the 
VICTAS V > 01 premium series. The German and 
Japanese material experts (GJ Tec) combined 
the extremely spinny and fast High Energy 
Tension rubber sheet of V > 01 with a state-
of-the-art medium sponge with great catapult 
effect. The result is a highly-elastic offensive 
rubber which does not fall short of the other 
V > 01 versions as regards power and spin. The 
“Power & Balance” concept was optimized such 
that the softer sponge design of V > 01 enables 
higher ball trajectories, which significantly 
increases forgiveness in less-than-perfect top-
spin strokes.

V > 01 Stiff is another innovation of the VICTAS 
V > 01 premium series. The pimple geometry 
as well as the maximum tension of the High 
Energy Tension rubber sheet of V > 01 Stiff pro-
vide for excellent energy transfer when the bat 
hits the ball. The open-pore 45° high-perfor-
mance sponge which is slightly softer than in 
V > 01 provides for more control in your topspin 
play . With this new sponge / top rubber sheet 
combination, V > 01 Stiff enables extremely fast 
and spinny topspin strokes with an aggressive 
ball trajectory. Especially in mid-distance top-
spin rallies, the V > 01 Stiff rubber unfolds its 
full potential.

1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

110 93

107

1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

112 91

107

€ 44,90

€ 44,90

€ 44,90
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VICTAS sponge hardness – overview

VS > 401 57,5 °

VS > 402 
Double Extra 50 °

V > 01
V > 15 Extra 47,5 °

V > 01 Stiff 45 °

V > 01 Limber
V > 15 Limber
VS > 402 Limber

40 °◄
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 ►SPIN-ORIENTED PIPS-IN RUBBER

FOR THE AGGRESSIVE CHOPPER

The pips-in rubber that Koji Matsushita, 

who represents the world, 

tested repeatedly to perfect.

VS >401 will be the rubber that shines for choppers.

MADE IN GERMANY
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VS > 402 Double Extra

VS > 402 Limber

VS > 401

V0 > 102

V0 > 101

VLB > 301

The VS > 402 Limber is the softest variant of the tacky 
VICTAS VS series. The tacky, elastic top rubber sheet 
was combined with the high-catapult Limber offensive 
sponge. This sponge/top rubber sheet combination 
produces tons of spin and creates countless opportu-

nities for flexible all-round table tennis players. With 
the highly tacky top rubber sheet you can put pres-
sure on your opponents with dangerous serve/return 
variants and spinny topspin/backspin strokes.

VICTAS V > 401 offers the perfect balance between a 
tacky control rubber and a variable offensive rubber. 
The German and Japanese material experts (GJ Tec) 
developed an extremely tacky surface for vicious 
backspin forcing your opponent into mistakes. The 

slightly more compact sponge neutralizes your oppo-
nent’s attacks, thus providing for fantastic control. 
The High Energy Tension top rubber sheet also offers 
sufficient speed for sudden and dangerous attacks.

The VO > 102 rubber is one of the latest innovations 
made by VICTAS. The pimple geometry was optimized in 
a way that will enable you to create your own effective 
spin variations. The new pips design will also provide for 
direct ball feedback and excellent control. With the com-

bination of an elastic sponge and High Energy Tension 
Technology, VO > 102 offers playing characteristics that 
will be an inspiration even for absolute top players.

The new VO > 101 is a very fast and dangerous short 
pips-out rubber. Based on our many years of experience, 
we designed a high-tech rubber which leaves nothing to 
be desired for aggressive pips-out attackers. The new 
rubber sheet with optimized pips geometry produces a 

great pips-out effect. The elastic sponge combined with 
our High Energy Tension Technology opens up new dimen-
sions of speed development in the pips-out segment.

The VLB > 301 is a soft High Energy Tension pips-out 
rubber made by VICTAS. The special geometry of the 
pimples designed by our Japanese pips-out experts 
(GJ Tec) enables the player to produce effective and 
dangerous topspin variations. The ultra-soft sponge 

combined with High Energy Tension Technology 
produces a high trajectory of the ball and fantastic 
sound.

SPIN-ORIENTED PIPS-IN RUBBER

FOR THE AGGRESSIVE CHOPPER

The pips-in rubber that Koji Matsushita, 

who represents the world, 

tested repeatedly to perfect.

VS >401 will be the rubber that shines for choppers.

MADE IN GERMANY

€ 42,90

€ 42,90

€ 42,90

€ 39,90

€ 39,90

€ 39,90
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 All VICTAS-rubbers are engineered with and technologies.

The VS > 402 Double Extra is a further development of the 
very popular VS > 401. This innovation combines the very 
tacky, elastic top rubber sheet with a modern, slightly 
harder offensive sponge. The new sponge/top rubber 
sheet combination makes this High Energy Tension rub-

ber the ideal weapon for any spin-oriented allrounder. The 
tacky and flexible top rubber sheet virtually tacks the ball 
and produces fantastic spin both in topspin play and in 
defensive strokes with heavy backspin.

S  96   C  101   R  105    1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

S  86   C  105   R  105    1,5 · 1,8 · 2,0 mm

S  106   C  87   R  90    1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

S  108   C  86   R  88    1,6 · 1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

S  88   C  95   R  87    1,6 · 1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm

S  92   C  103   R  105    1,8 · 2,0 · Max. mm
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HIGH-TECH CARBON – MADE BY VICTAS

One of the hardest synthetic 
fibres in the world, ideal for un-
compromising offensive blades 
producing tons of power.

V- CARBON

Combination of carbon and alu-
minium fibres. Combines great 
feel with power.

SILVER CARBON

Very light non-woven carbon fibre 
for great flexibility and speed at 
low weight.

LINE CARBON

Lightweight and stable materi-
al often used in aircraft design. 
Develops great speed – ideal for 
direct attacks.

CARBON

Combination of elastic aramid and 
tough carbon fibres. Develops 
great speed, aramid provides for 
good feel.

ARAMID CARBON

Non-woven carbon layer.  
More speed with good control.

FLEECE CARBON

International  
TOP-PLAYERS  

trust in blades 
made by 
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The Japanese shooting star Yuto Muramatsu was a key contributor to the 
development of this high-end blade. It is a fast DEF blade offering modern 
defenders, in addition to great reliability in defense, all they need to create 
their own sudden counter-attacks. The special White Mahogany outer ply 
of the 5-ply design harmonizes perfectly with Yuto’s OFF power, while the 
VICTAS design team was also able to improve defense control and precision 
even further. Yuto Muramatsu is a VICTAS quality product “Made in Japan”.

This fine offensive blade is the perfect equipment for creative, close-to-
the-table power table tennis. The innovative DSE Blade Technology fea-
turing the two built-in synthetic High-Tech fibres optimize energy trans-
fer into the ball. This feature enables risky counter-topspins with an 
aggressive trajectory and extreme spin variations in serve-and-return 
situations. The reinforced core ply combined with the power of the inner 
aramid carbon fibre is just perfect for fast mid-distance topspin rallies 
with optimized stability in extreme situations. The outer, very elastic 
Fleece Carbon provides for excellent feel and great spin development.

ca. 93 g FL · ST85 97 ca. 88 g FL · ST102 92

Yuto Muramatsu € 119,90 Koki Niwa € 159,90

International  
TOP-PLAYERS  

trust in blades 
made by 

KOKI NIWA

» Vice World Champion team 2016

» Silver medal team Olympics 2016

» Japanese Champion  
 singles and doubles

» Junior World Champion  
 singles and doubles

S C S C
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In the development of Quartet VFC, the VICTAS material experts aimed at 
designing the perfect offensive blade. With V-Carbon, one of the hardest 
and toughest fibres in the world, Quartet VFC features enormous power 
and stability for ultimate precision even in the most difficult situations 
This precision is perfectly complemented by the elasticity and spin po-
tential of the outer Fleece Carbon layer. Enjoy unrivalled precision in 
passive playing situations and unlimited offensive creativity with the 
new Quartet VFC.

VICTAS Quartet LFC is a very light blade with great feel for modern offensive 
players. By using the highly flexible Line Carbon synthetic fibre, the VICTAS 
designers were able to reduce the overall weight and thickness of Quartet LFC 
to approx. 86g and 5.3 mm, respectively. This optimized DSE design provides 
for great handling performance, giving any offensive player everything they 
need to take their play to a new level.

Perfect harmony thanks to combination of 4 synthetic fibres

ca. 86 g FL · ST100 92ca. 88 g FL · ST103 90

Quartet VFC € 129,90 Quartet LFC € 89,90

S C S C
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VFC

LFC

SFC

AFC
Two synthetic fibres are used per side taking the blade to perfection.

 INNER OUTER

 V-CARBON FLEECE CARBON

 LINE CARBON FLEECE CARBON

 SILVER CARBON FLEECE CARBON

 ARAMID CARBON FLEECE CARBON

Double Synergy Effect

VICTAS Quartet SFC distinguishes itself by its great feel and spin development. 
The ply structure of Quartet SFC was designed to provide spin-oriented offen-
sive players with optimum ball contact feedback for precisely placed shots. 
The Silver Carbon layer on the core ply offers excellent speed development, 
while the softer Fleece Carbon provides strategic attackers with all the flexi-
bility and feel they need. 

VICTAS Quartet AFC is a fast, high-quality offensive blade featuring excel-
lent control thanks to well-balanced DSE technology. An Aramid Carbon 
layer, a combination of elastic aramid and tough carbon fibres, is applied 
directly on the core ply of the Quartet AFC blade and provides for extra 
speed and stability. The outer Fleece Carbon layer increases the blade‘s 
spin potential and will give you an extraordinary level of control which 
you will hardly find in any other blade in this speed class. Take your of-
fensive play to a new level with the power and vigour of Quartet AFC.

ca. 92 g FL · ST97 93 ca. 91 g FL · ST101 91

Quartet SFC € 89,90 Quartet AFC € 119,90

S C S C
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DYNA- CORE
All blades of the brand-new VICTAS Fire Fall series were developed based on the “Dynamic Core Effect” sys-
tem: 5 carefully chosen wooden plies are combined with High-Tech fibre material placed directly on the 
plywood core, bringing together the speed of carbon fibre and the great feel of classic all-wood blades. The 
Ayous core of the Fire Fall blades is combined with an elastic and stable synthetic fibre (e.g. aramid-car-
bon). This is why VICTAS Fire Fall blades have more feel than other carbon blades in the OFF segment, wi-
thout lacking the advantages of synthetic fibre materials (high stability, more speed). The Fire Fall series, 
like all other blades of the VICTAS brand, is distinguished by uncompromising premium workmanship.

Outer veneer

Outer veneer

Between 
veneer Sy
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e

Fire Fall VC
The Fire Fall VC is a High-Tech product featuring innovative, aerospace-tes-
ted carbon technology. In the development of the new high-end blade from 
the Fire Fall series, the VICTAS material experts aimed at designing the 
ultimate combination of speed development and control. V-Carbon, one of 
the hardest and sturdiest carbon fibers in the world, offers exactly these 
properties. Thanks to this high-tech fiber, the blade has excellent stability, 
which greatly improves control in extreme situations. With the hardness 
and power of the V-Carbon fiber combined with five fine wood plies, the 
Fire Fall VC provides for outstanding acceleration for unlimited creativity 
and vigor in offensive play. The Fire Fall VC is a real milestone in the field 
of blade design! ca. 90 g FL · ST · AN104 88

€ 129,90

ファイヤーフォール

Blade profile

V- 
CARBON

S C
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Fire Fall SC

Fire Fall FC

Fire Fall AC

Fire Fall LC

The Fire Fall SC is a perfectly balanced offensive blade for modern atta-
ckers. Silver Carbon, a combination of elastic and stable carbon and alumi-
nium fibres chosen by the VICTAS material experts, perfectly complements 
the 5-ply composition of the Fire Fall SC to form a true premium offensive 
blade. Fire Fall SC is made especially for variant-rich and fast mid-distan-
ce topspin and counter-topspin. This is where it shows its full potential. In 
serve/return and in over-the-table play, the blade provides for excellent 
feedback and feel. An offensive blade leaving nothing to be desired for any 
modern offensive player.

Fire Fall FC is the blade of the VICTAS Fire Fall series with the greatest 
feel. The well-balanced ply composition and the soft Fleece Carbon Fi-
ber material of this OFF- blade which is placed directly on the plywood 
core provide for excellent, controlled feel in all playing situations. This 
premium-workmanship offensive blade produces high speed and en-
ables a higher ball trajectory at the same time. In serve/return as well 
as blocking/counter-attack situations, the Fire Fall FC is distinguished 
by a magnificent feel and unique touch. A controlled offensive blade 
which will be hard to resist.

The Fire Fall AC is the fastest blade of the VICTAS Fire Fall series. The 
high-quality aramid-carbon fibre which is placed directly on the plywood 
core provides this innovative offensive blade with a larger sweet spot and 
fantastic attacking speed. The combination of five carefully selected woo-
den plies with the stability and elasticity of aramid-carbon fibre make the 
Fire Fall AC a well-balanced blade which will inspire any modern offensive 
player. The direct touch enables high-precision spinny strokes, and in pas-
sive play, the VICTAS Fire Fall AC provides for consistent bouncing of the 
ball and low vibration. We are sure that you will love the second-to-none 
workmanship and noble design of this premium blade.

With the Fire Fall LC, VICTAS presents a new member of the Fire Fall family. 
The 7-ply structure of this offensive blade is based on the popular Fire Fall 
SC. Thanks to the new, even lighter and faster synthetic Line Carbon fiber, 
the overall weight of the blade is just about 85g. The Fire Fall LC combines 
perfectly balanced playing features, light weight and great speed. The bla-
de offers enormous spin potential in topspin play. The Fire Fall LC is the 
first choice of any technically skilled offensive player who rely on modern 
attacking and put pressure on their opponents with dangerous topspin 
play.

ca. 93 g FL · ST · AN101 89

ca. 82 g FL · ST96 92

ca. 88 g FL · ST · AN104 87

ca. 85 g FL · ST · AN102 89

€ 89,90

€ 89,90

€ 89,90

€ 89,90

FLEECE 
CARBON

ARAMID 
CARBON

SILVER 
CARBON

LINE 
CARBON

Blade profile

Blade profile

Blade profile

Blade profile

S C

S C

S C

S C
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The defensive  
blade designed by 
Japanese table 
tennis legend 
Koji Matsushita

Innovative  
high-end product  
with Fleece Carbon  
for modern defenders

Koji Matsushita
The VICTAS Koji Matsushita is the premium product among defensive blades. 
Koji Matsushita, 4-times Olympic competitor and one of the world‘s foremost 
defenders, and the VICTAS team designed a defensive blade which has every-
thing modern defensive strategists need. The perfectly adjusted, 5-ply struc-
ture made of carefully selected veneers (including high-quality Japanese ce-
dar fir) provides for great control in away-from-the-table defensive play and 
in passive above-the-table play. Plus, the VICTAS Koji Matsushita produces 
enough power for successful attacking. Modern defenders who not only rely on 
their defensive qualities, but use every opportunity to attack, will be inspired 
by the VICTAS Koji Matsushita. Each of these outstanding blades is created in-
dividually in a complex manufacturing process - hand-made in Japan.

ca. 90 g FL · ST74 99

€ 79,90Koji Matsushita Special
The new Koji Matsushita Special made by VICTAS combines innovative 
engineering with the experience and passion of the legendary Japa-
nese defender, Koji Matsushita. This high-end product is the ideal tool 
for top players relying on modern, uncompromising, close-to-the table 
defending. Almost zero-vibration bouncing thanks to Fleece Carbon pro-
viding great advantages: Optimum control in difficult situations thanks 
to large sweet spot and excellent speed potential for own attacks. The 
aggressive trajectory and high precision of your defense will put per-
manent pressure on your opponent.

ca. 90 g FL · ST78 99

€ 109,90

S C S C
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Koji Matsushita Defensive is a premium-quality, Japanese defensive 
blade with excellent control features. Thanks to the especially thin, 5-ply 
structure, the VICTAS material experts succeeded in reducing the overall 
weight of the Koji Matsushita Defensive to just 85g, giving the blade out-
standing balance and lightness. The “Silver Heart” outer ply absorbs the 
speed of your opponent‘s attacks providing you with great feel and ball 
control. All blades of the VICTAS Koji Matsushita series are hand-made in 
our Japanese blade workshop.

Koji Matsushita Defensive

ca. 85 g FL · ST69 100

€ 99,90

High-quality  
defensive blade 
made in Japan 
for excellent 
balance and 
control

Koji Matsushita Offensive
Modern defenders like the great Japanese talent, Yuto Muramatsu, will take 
every opportunity to launch sudden counter-attacks from a safe defensive 
position. The Koji Matsushita Offensive is the ideal blade for this type of play-
ers who rely on excellent control for defensive playing, but need good speed 
for their own attacking. The 5-ply design with a slightly harder outer mahoga-
ny ply provides for outstanding power second-to-none in the defensive blade 
segment, and gives any defender all the precision and control they need for 
passive playing. All blades of the VICTAS Koji Matsushita series are hand-made 
in our Japanese blade workshop.

ca. 90 g FL · ST86 96

€ 99,90

Fast defensive  
blade with astounding 
vigor for aggressive  
defenders

S C S C
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INNOVATIVE WOOD TECHNOLOGY  
TO MAXIMIZE THE SWEET-SPOT

A masterpiece of Japanese blade design: 
All blades of the Dynawood series are hand-
made in our Japanese blade workshop.

QUALITY MADE IN JAPAN

16



High-quality offensive blade from our exclusive Japanese blade workshop. 
VICTAS Dynawood Power combines unrivalled playing features for vigorous 
attacking and high-end workmanship made in Japan. The secret of the 
VICTAS Dynawood series is the new Dynawood Technology. This innovative 
material is made of countless, extremely thin wood fibres which are joined in 
a complex process. The result is a blade with very constant bouncing charac-
teristics (sweet spot), providing for excellent feel and enormous power at the 
same time. VICTAS Dynawood Power is the first choice for players relying on 
dominance and powerful attacking. Limited availability.

Unique VICTAS synthetic fiber:  

WOODFIBER
This innovative material is made of countless, extremely thin  
wood fibres which are joined in a complex process. This process  
guarantees high stability (sweet spot) and the typical flexibility.

Compared to normal blades, blades designed with the  
Woodfiber material have a much larger sweet spot but  
still provide the feel and features of an all-wood blade.

Dynawood Power € 129,90

ca. 92 g FL · ST102 92

Offensive blade with great feel from our exclusive Japanese blade work-
shop. The VICTAS Dynawood is ideal for players relying on controlled top-
spin play, with their focus on feel and spin development. The secret of the 
VICTAS Dynawood series is the new Dynawood Technology. This innovative 
material is made of countless, extremely thin wood fibres which are joined 
in a complex process. The result is an elastic blade offering amazing control 
plus great speed and spin in topspin rallies. In passive playing situations, 
players will enjoy the extraordinarily constant bouncing characteristics 
(sweet spot) of the Dynawood fibre. Limited availability.

Dynawood € 129,90

ca. 86 g FL · ST97 95

Sweet-Spot with Woodfiber
increased by 50 %

Sweet-Spot 
regular blade

S C S C
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PRO-TEAM COLLECTION

BENEDIKT DUDA
No. 48 ITTF-WR (Date: 03/2017)

YUTO MURAMATSU
No. 26 ITTF-WR (Date: 03/2017)

EXKLUSIVE VICTAS APPAREL COLLECTION 2017
World-class players always set themselves highest goals. Details play a crucial role at this level – only the best is 
good enough for top athletes. With this knowledge the new VICTAS apparel collection was conceived: The innova-
tive material mix ensures the best moisture regulation. The modern cut, ideally designed for table tennis-specific 
movements. And perfect processing quality down to the smallest detail.
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V-SHIRT 210 46,90 €
High-quality polo shirt made of especially soft and breat-
hable sublimation microfibre. High-ventilation areas on 
the side and neck ensure optimum moisture control and 
long-lasting wearing comfort. Thanks to its state-of-the art 
cut, this shirt is ideal for typical table tennis action.

Material  100% Polyester
Sizes   3XS – 4XL
Color (1)   blue | sky blue
Color (2)   black | red

V-SHORTS 310 29,90 €
Modern functional short for ambitious players. The particu-
larly light material guarantees great freedom of movement 
and ultra-light wearing comfort. 

Material  100% Polyester
Sizes 3XS – 4XL
Color black

 V-TRACKSUIT 110 94,80 €
High-quality performance tracksuit made of very elastic 
functional fibre material. This innovative fiber texture com-
bined with a casual cut provides for optimum wear comfort 
both in training and leisure time. VICTAS logo on sleeves 
and pants. Jacket and pants available separately.

Material 100% Polyester
Sizes 2XS – 4XL
Color schwarz | rot

Jacket 57,90 €
Pants  36,90 €

V-BACKPACK 411  59,90 €
Innovative and functional backpack made from durable 600D polyester. The large main com-
partment with an integrated laptop compartment features an extra large opening for com-
fortable access. Handy wet clothes/shoe compartment at the bottom and 4 additional outer 
pockets. Easy to carry thanks to reinforced, breathable back padding and adjustable straps 
with snap buckle. Front and rear reflectors for traffic safety.

Dimension: 47 x 30 x 19 cm (HxWxD) · Material: 100% Polyester
Color: black | blue

V-BAG 410  69,90 €
Premium sports bag made of durable 600D polyester for training and competition. With 3 
outer pockets, including separate wet clothes and shoes compartment, in addition to the 
large main compartment, this bag offers ample room for your accessories. Reinforced 2-way 
zippers and a robust, adjustable and removable shoulder strap provide for easy handling.

Dimension: 64 x 32 x 31 cm (HxWxD) · Material: 100% Polyester
Color: black 

Detail auf der Rückseite

APPAREL & BAGS
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